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Mesoscopic modelling and simulation of plasticity in fcc and bcc
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Abstract. The modelling of dislocation dynamics and interactions in bcc and fcc crystals is examined with
particular emphasis on simplified local rules that have to be implemented in mesoscale simulations. The rules for
the formation and destruction of dislocation junctions and the relevant laws for dislocation mobility are discussed
in some detail. In addition, some of the existing connections between atomistic and mesoscopic scales, on the one
hand, and between mesoscopic dislocation properties and yield or flow stresses, on the other hand, are reviewed.
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1. Introduction

After being a major challenge in dislocation theory for decades, the multiscale modelling
of plasticity is now becoming a reality. Such modelling does not involve only integration
steps through a huge range of time and length scales, from atomistic ones to those related to
laboratory tests on bulk specimens. It must also incorporate concepts that originate from very
different approaches in the field of condensed matter: (i) ab initio or semi-phenomenological
atomistic approaches for the understanding of the core properties of individual dislocations
and, more recently, for the investigation of a few important configurations; (i) the mesoscopic
approach which combines a simplified description of the core properties with the more rig-
orous elastic theory of dislocations, in order to understand the formation and dynamics of
the microstructures of deformed specimens; and (iii) the continuum theory of solids which
provides the adequate formulation of boundary value problems. This last approach is particu-
larly critical for understanding the properties of engineering materials submitted to complex
loading conditions. However, to acquire a predictive value it has to incorporate internal length
scales and physical parameters originating from defect theory.

In this paper, we discuss the behaviour of pure single crystals at small strains for which
the boundary value problems are considerably simplified. We also restrict the discussion to
the domain of dislocation glide, i.e. high-temperature situations where the non-conservative
motion of dislocations may occur are not considered. The situations discussed here are con-
cerned with multislip conditions in monotonic deformation, as encountered in single crystals
deformed along a high-symmetry axis. The focus will be on one particularly important short-
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Figure 1. (a) TEM micrograph of a dislocation cell structure in copper after plastic deformation. (b) (100) thin
foil of thickness 2µm extracted from a model copper crystal of size (15µm)3 after a shear strainγ = 6× 10−3

(under load). [100] stress axis,T = 300 K, constant applied strain rate 50 s−1.

range interaction, the formation and destruction of dislocation junctions and on the mobility
properties of dislocations.

The objectives are twofold. First, the way in which these elementary processes are mod-
elled for the purpose of mesoscopic simulations is discussed with reference to the relevant
atomistic input and the consequences regarding the behaviour of the bulk material. Next, the
strong differences in dislocation microstructures and mechanical behaviour found in various
classes of crystals are illustrated through a comparison between fcc and bcc crystals.

In Section 2 the basic properties of dislocations in fcc and bcc crystals are briefly recalled
in a qualitative manner, with emphasis on consequences regarding dislocation mobilities, dis-
location patterning and the mechanical behaviour. The basic principles of the 3D mesoscopic
simulation of dislocation dynamics and interactions are outlined in Section 3. Dislocation–
dislocation intersections, which govern the flow properties of fcc crystals, are discussed in
more detail in Section 4 in relation to their modelling at mesoscopic scale. Finally, the meso-
scopic modelling of dislocation mobilities is discussed in Section 5 with particular emphasis
on bcc crystals where the kink pair mechanism governs the plastic properties.

2. From core structure to mechanical properties

2.1. FCC CRYSTALS

In the fcc lattice, the perfect dislocations of Burgers vectora/2< 110> (wherea is the lattice
parameter) are dissociated in a glissile manner in their {111} slip planes. The well-known split
configuration consists of twoa/6 < 112 > Shockley partials separated by a stacking fault
ribbon. Such dissociations can be modelled efficiently at atomistic scale (see e.g. Refs. 1 and
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Figure 2. Projection of the bcc lattice on the (111) plane. The atoms labelled 0, 2π /3, 4π /3 lie on successive (111)
planes.

2). Aluminium is the fcc metal with the largest stacking fault energy, about 150 mJ m−2. From
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations, the width of splitting
is not larger than 0.7–0.8 nm [3]. Thus, the cores of the two partial dislocations overlap and
elastic calculations on such a configuration are, in principle, meaningless. Unfortunately, it
also seems very difficult to construct semi-empirical potentials able to describe in a realistic
manner the structure of this extended core.

As a consequence of the dissociation mode, the fcc lattice opposes a very small resistance
to the motion of the dislocations. In other terms, the Peierls stress is quite small, of the order
of 10−5 µ or less, whereµ is the shear modulus. The main obstacle to dislocation motion
is actually the interaction with other dislocations. This interaction is both long- and short-
ranged: the long-range (1/r) interaction stems from the elastic field of the dislocation lines
while the short-range interactions occur when two dislocations come in contact. Of the various
possible situations met in the last case, the one that plays the major role occurs when two
dislocations gliding in non-parallel slip planes intersect each other and locally react to form a
sessile product. Such junctions locally pin the moving dislocations and their density increases
with increasing strain, as the dislocation microstructure densifies. As discussed in Section 4,
the stability of junctions determines the stress level in fcc crystals in multislip conditions. In
schematic terms one can say, then, that the low yield stress of fcc crystals, their excellent work-
hardening properties and their ductility result from the dislocation–dislocation interaction. It
is the latter that dominates the flow properties because of the low lattice friction on the glissile
dislocation cores.

The most striking feature of the dislocation microstructures in deformed fcc crystals is the
spontaneous formation of a large variety of emergent structures (3D cells, wall structures, etc.)
such as the one shown in Fig. 1a. This tendency to self-organization obviously results from the
dominant role played by dislocation–dislocation interactions. A wealth of experimental data
exists in this domain, showing that the typical length scale of these patterns is approximately
proportional to the reciprocal of the flow stress. This property, known under the (perhaps
improper) name of ‘principle of similitude’, has been, and still is, the object of many debates
(cf. the two reviews [4,5]). As the crystal splits into ‘hard’, dislocation-rich zones and ‘soft’,
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Figure 3. (a) Long screw dislocation segments in the (011) slip plane of an Nb crystal after deformation at 50 K
(after Ref. 22). (b) (011) foil of thickness 1µm extracted from a model tantalum crystal of size (20µm)3 after a
shear strainγ = 2× 10−2 in easy glide.T = 300 K, constant applied strain rate 5× 10−5 s−1.
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dislocation-poor zones, it can be viewed as a kind of composite material and modelled as
such [6]. One of the main objectives of the mesoscopic simulations is to clarify the nature of
the elementary processes that participate in dislocation patterning and to determine how the
non-uniformity of the dislocation microstructure influences mechanical properties. This can
be done by investigating the conditions for the formation of organized structures [7, 8], like
the emergent dislocation walls shown in Fig. 1b.

Cross-slip, i.e. the mechanism by which screw dislocations can change their slip plane,
also plays an essential role in pattern formation and dynamic recovery. To date, the available
models almost exclusively deal with the fcc structure and describe cross-slip within an elastic
frame [9,10]. These models yield a physically plausible picture of the processes involved but
they are subject to criticism because of the use of linear elasticity close to the dislocation cores
[11–13]. For these reasons, cross-slip is not discussed further here, despite its considerable
importance. In the near future, a wealth of new information is expected to come from large-
scale atomistic simulations like the one recently performed in the case of copper by Rasmussen
et al. [14,15].

2.2. BCC CRYSTALS

In bcc crystals, the mobility of thea/2 < 111 > screw dislocations is severely restricted
by the particular structure of their core. The origin of this particular feature was originally
explained by Hirsch [16] with the help of a symmetry argument. Around a< 111> direction,
the bcc structure has a threefold symmetry (cf. Fig. 2). This direction contains three {110}
and three {112} planes which are potential dissociation and slip planes in the bcc structure.
Then, the dissociation mode follows the ternary symmetry, thus producing a 3D, star-shaped,
core structure. Descriptions of this extended core in terms of splitting and dissociation widths
have been proposed in the past (cf. Section 5.1). They yielded a core extension of 2–3 Burgers
vectors, so that only atomistic methods are really able to capture the structure of the screw
dislocation cores in bcc metals (cf. the reviews [17,18]) and, further, their mobility.

The screw dislocation has stable positions of low energy at the centre of gravity of the
< 111> atomic rows, where the displacements of neighbouring atoms are minimized. More
precisely, around these sites the nearest-neighbouring atoms are located on a helix that winds
up in a clockwise or counter-clockwise manner (cf. Fig. 2). Since the screw dislocation also
tends to transform the {111} planes into helicoidal surfaces, two different types of core con-
figurations can be obtained depending on the sign of the Burgers vector, one of high energy
which is isotropic and another of lower energy which exhibits a threefold spreading and is
doubly degenerate [18]. To glide from one site to the other, the extended core structure has to
overcome energy barriers, which requires high stress levels at low temperature. The resistance
opposed by the lattice to this motion is, therefore, periodic with a periodicity of the order of
the lattice spacing. It is worth noticing that this high lattice friction, or Peierls stress, is not due
to the nature of the chemical bonding, as in diamond cubic semiconductors, but to a particular
symmetry property of the bcc lattice. Non-screw segments, whatever their character, do not
share this particular property and their mobility can be described in much the same way as in
fcc crystals.

The motion of the screw dislocations in the bcc lattice occurs by the thermally assisted
formation and migration of kink pairs (cf. Fig. 11 below). The mobility of screw segments
that results from this mechanism will be discussed in Section 5. Slip takes place in {110}
and/or {112} planes at low temperatures, but does not follow the Schmid law [19]. In addi-
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tion, a rather complex orientation dependence of slip geometry and of lattice friction stress is
experimentally observed [18,20]. At this step a few points are worth mentioning: The mobility
of non-screw dislocations is high and weakly temperature-dependent (cf. Section 5.1). In con-
trast, the mobility of screws is comparatively very low but strongly temperature-dependent.
The ratio of edge to screw velocities is, therefore, a decreasing function of temperature, going
from orders of magnitude at very low temperatures to close to unity at a certain temperature
such that the activation energy for overcoming the lattice friction is entirely provided by
thermal fluctuations. This ‘athermal temperature’,Ta, is about 0.15Tm, whereTm is the melting
temperature. It is a measure of the total height of the energy barrier. As a consequence, the me-
chanical behaviour of bcc crystals becomes very similar to that of fcc crystals at temperatures
aboveTa.

At low temperature, the yield and flow stresses of bcc crystals are large and strongly
temperature-dependent as a direct consequence of the low mobility of the screw disloca-
tions. In comparison with this large effective stress, the athermal stress stemming from the
dislocation–dislocation interactions is negligible as long as dislocation densities do not reach
very large values. Thus, the tendency to self-organization is absent in bcc crystals until rela-
tively large strains [21]. This can be checked from Fig. 3, where one can notice, in addition,
that the microstructure essentially consists of long screw lines produced by the fast motion of
the non-screw segments.

In summary for this part, we see that different blends of core properties and of a few
elementary dislocation processes explain qualitatively well the differences in mechanical be-
haviour of bcc and fcc crystals. To make such a connection quantitative, numerical simulations
like the one described in the next section are now available.

3. Combining core and elastic properties: The mesoscopic simulations

3.1. DISCRETIZATION

The principles and rules of such simulations have been described in some detail in previ-
ous publications [23,24]. Only a few basic features are recalled here. The volume of crystal
considered is mesoscopic, which means that it must contain a sufficiently large density of dis-
location segments to be a representative volume element from the point of view of mechanical
properties. A typical linear dimension of the simulated crystal must, then, be no less than
15µm, as is the case in Figs. 1b and 3b. In such conditions, what is treated is not an atomic
configuration but an assembly of linear defects embedded into a linear and isotropic elastic
continuum. Since linear elasticity breaks down at nanometric distances from the dislocation
cores, a clear demarcation line must be drawn between elastic and core properties. This is
achieved by discretizing space, as illustrated by Fig. 4.

As shown in Fig. 4a, a continuous dislocation line is discretized in the form of a succession
of screw and edge segments. These elementary segments are placed in a 3D cubic lattice
of nanometric dimension (Fig. 4b). In such conditions, the line directions of perfect glissile
dislocations are discretized by a set of 18 line directions for the fcc lattice (6 screw and 12
edge) and 16 line directions for the bcc lattice (4 screw and 12 edge if only {110} slip is
assumed). The motion of these ‘edge-screw’ discrete lines by elementary translations on the
simulation lattice makes it possible to recover the slip geometry.

The parameter of the simulation lattice is determined from the closest approach distance
of two parallel dislocations, i.e. in practice from the fact that an edge dipole collapses if the
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Figure 4. (a) The ‘edge–screw’ discrete dislocation line model. (b) The cubic lattice of parametera∗ underlying
the mesoscopic simulation. A {110} slip plane and the line directions of screw and edge dislocations in the bcc
structure are shown.

distance between the two glide planes of the dislocations is smaller than a critical valueye.
This critical annihilation distance is qualitatively understood as being such that the attrac-
tive interaction between the two dislocations approaches the theoretical limit of the crystal
(aboutµ/10), so that vacancies can be created under stress. This ‘mechanical’ collapse is not
thermally assisted in the domain of temperatures considered here. The critical annihilation
distance, which is scaled by the magnitude of the Burgers vector, should be of the order of
a few Burgers vectors. Early TEM measurements performed in copper [25] and more recent
ones in nickel [26] indicate thatye ≈ 1.6 nm≈ 6b. This value is larger than that expected
from a calculation of the elastic interactions between the two dislocations (about 2b), but
seems in good agreement with recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations performed in Al
and Cu (A. Aslanides and V. Pontikis, to be published). With annihilation occurring between
the {111} and {110} planes in the fcc and bcc lattices, respectively, and withye = 6b, a simple
crystallographic calculation yieldsa∗ = 6a

√
3/
√

2 in both cases, wherea∗ is the parameter
of the cubic lattice underlying the simulation anda is that of the atomic lattice.

3.2. STRESSES

Within such a frame, the validity of the ‘edge–screw’ model can be investigated in detail and
checked with respect to the elastic properties of dislocations in the continuum limit [27]. The
way in which the topological rules for the motion of the segments and their elastic properties
(long-range interaction, line tension, etc.) are implemented is detailed in Ref. 24. The net
force (or the effective stress) on a segment is defined as the sum of several contributions:
(i) The force stemming from externally applied loading conditions and (ii) the force due to
interactions with all other segments in the simulated microstructure, from which the internal
stress can be defined. The first two contributions are computed with the help of the classical
Peach–Koehler formula. (iii) A force due to local line tension effects that has to be accounted
for within the edge–screw model. (iv) Dry friction forces representing small Peierls stresses
(in fcc crystals) or alloy friction can be included when necessary. Once the effective stress on
a dislocation segment is computed, the velocity can be deduced from a stress versus mobil-
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ity law. Such laws take into account the nature of the physical mechanism that governs the
dislocation velocity. They are discussed in Section 5.

3.3. LOCAL RULES

Up to this point, short-range or local mechanisms have not been mentioned. They cannot be
treated by means of linear elasticity. Since the simulation is not at atomic scale, they must be
inserted via local rules. The two most important mechanisms in this respect are dislocation
intersection and cross-slip. The former process is discussed in Section 4. As far as cross-slip
is concerned, this is a thermally activated mechanism. At a finite temperature and under stress
it involves, in fcc crystals, a local recombination of the core of the screw dislocation and its
re-dissociation in the new slip plane. This mechanism is accounted for via a local probabilistic
rule derived from Escaig’s model [9,10]. The numerical values of the parameters involved are
calibrated to fit a few experimentally known properties (cf. Refs. 23 and 24 for more details).

In bcc crystals, cross-slip is associated with very particular features [18,19]. Slip is not
always crystallographic and the slip surface can also be a high-index plane or a non planar
surface which looks wavy at optical scale. At atomic scale, the successive steps of motion of
a screw dislocation may occur on different slip planes, leading to a small scale equivalent of
the so-called ‘pencil glide’. Clearly, the approach used to describe cross-slip in fcc crystals
cannot be applied to such a situation. However, no alternative model exists to date.

3.4. PRESENT LIMITATIONS

The main difficulties that the present mesoscopic simulation of dislocation dynamics and
interaction has to face are: (i) The implementation of proper boundary and initial conditions,
a question that is not discussed in detail here. To achieve a rigorous treatment of boundary
conditions, a connection has to be made between the mesoscopic and continuum approaches
of plasticity. A first attempt at dealing with this problem is found in Refs. 28 and 29. Defining
a proper initial microstructure can also be troublesome. The initial configuration is generated
from a random density of segments pinned at their ends and playing the role of dislocation
sources. (ii) As the interaction stresses are long-ranged (1/r), the number of interactions ofN
segments to be computed at each step of the simulation is O(N2); it increases with strain due
to the multiplication of dislocations and this puts an upper limit to the densities and strains that
can be reached in the simulation (cf. Section 5). The method used to reduce the computational
load is discussed in Refs. 28 and 8. In essence, it amounts to combining together and updating
at a slower pace the interactions of the most distant segments. (iii) The simulation is not at
atomistic scale, which makes it necessary in some cases to define simple rules to model more
or less well-known core properties.

As an example of the simulation output, Fig. 5 shows a simulated stress–strain curve for
a [100] copper crystal strained in multislip conditions at room temperature. The maximum
strain corresponds to conditions where a structure of tangled walls like the one shown in
Fig. 1b begins to emerge.
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Figure 5. A simulated shear-stress-shear-strain curve for copper. The same deformation conditions as in Fig. 1b.

4. Junctions

4.1. JUNCTION FORMATION

The intersections of dislocations of different Burgers vectors gliding in different slip planes
lead either to a rather easy cutting process, with the formation of a jog on each dislocation
line, or to the formation of a stable and sessile reaction segment called a junction (cf. Fig. 6).
A mobile dislocation can, then, be locally pinned by other dislocations that pierce its slip
plane, the ‘forest’ dislocations. Current models for the strain hardening of crystals in mul-
tislip conditions are based on the properties of junctions. As discussed by Friedel [30], the
contribution to hardening of the jogs formed during the cutting processes is thought to be
comparatively small. This is why the existence of atomic jogs is presently neglected in the
mesoscopic simulations. Atomistic simulations would certainly be of great help in assessing
the validity of this assumption.

The conditions for the formation of a junction involve checking that the balance of energy
between an initial configuration where the two dislocation segments are far apart and a final
configuration where they have reacted is negative. Even an approximate calculation of the
geometry of the final configuration, for all the possible Burgers vectors and line directions,
appears to be very complicated [31,32]. In the mesoscopic simulation, the detail of this process
cannot be reproduced; in particular the junction segment cannot be reproduced with the avail-
able set of edge and screw segments. The implemented rule computes a balance in the line
energy of the two parent dislocations, of Burgers vectorsb1 andb2, and of the reaction product
of Burgers vector (b1 + b2). The core energies can be neglected, as their contribution to the
total (elastic plus core) energy is small. Taking the line energy per unit length of the dislocation
line in its simplest possible form (W ≈ kµb2, wherek is a constant of the order of 0.5), the
condition for negative energy balance is written as

1W ≈ kµ[(b1+ b2)
2− (b2

1+ b2
2)] ≤ 0 (1)
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Figure 6. A [100] junction between primary and secondary screw dislocations of Burgers vectors [111] and [111],
respectively, in an Nb crystal strained at 50 K (after Ref. 22).

Figure 7. A [110] screw dislocation interacting with a row of equally spaced forest obstacles ([101] screws seen
as small oblique segments) in an fcc crystal.

This condition is used in the simulation as a criterion for the formation of junctions when
two segments of perfect dislocations cross each other at one node of the lattice. Considering
all the possible configurations of intersecting edge and screw lines, the criterion given by
Eq. 1 recovers exactly the results obtained by Hirth [33] fora/2 < 110 > dislocations.
Such reactions occur in copper at room temperature and in aluminium, the reaction product
being also a perfect dislocation. The intersections of Shockley partial dislocations, that lead
to the formation of Lomer–Cottrell (LC) locks, are not considered in the simulation. They
occur in low stacking fault energy crystals, like copper alloys, Ag or Au and in copper at low
temperature [34]. In bcc crystals, the energetically favourable reaction of twoa/2 < 111>
dislocations usually produces a junction of< 001 > Burgers vector, like the one shown
in Fig. 6. Forα-Fe and bcc crystals of elastic anisotropy factor larger thanAFe = 2.4, the
formation of [110] reaction products has been predicted on the basis of elastic calculations
[35].

As the junction segments do not belong to the set of glissile segments that are included
in the simulation, an artificial configuration has to be constructed with the aim of mimicking
the real obstacle to dislocation motion. When the two interacting segments intersect, they are
locked over an arbitrary length that extends symmetrically from the intersection point. The
initial value of this length can be set in an arbitrary manner, as it further takes an equilibrium
value under stress, due to the motion of the mobile arms of the parent segments (cf. Fig. 7).
In favourable cases, the ‘zipping’ of the parent dislocations may lead to the successive for-
mation of several junctions on the same lines. Because of the lack of flexibility of the screw
dislocations, such multiple zipping processes cannot occur in bcc crystals.
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4.2. JUNCTION DESTRUCTION

Junction destruction occurs when one mobile arm connected to a junction moves in such a
way that it unzips the reaction segment under the effect of the local effective force. For this
process to occur, the mechanical work must, at least, be equal to the gain in energy1W

realized when the junction was formed. One can, then, define a critical effective stressτj for
breaking a junction such thatτblulj = 1Wlj , wherelj is the junction length andlu the length
of the unzipping arm. Within the simplified frame of Eq. 1, we can write1W = βµb2 per
unit length of the junction and

τj = βµb/`u (2)

Then, the junction strength, averaged over all possible configurations, is locally described by
only one material parameter, the constantβ. One can notice that the corresponding effective
junction stress depends on the length of the unzipping arm but not on the junction length. The
former quantity scales with the free-length of the segments between two strong forest inter-
actions, i.e. byρ−1/2, whereρ is the density of the forest. The simplifying assumption used
consists of assuming a constant average critical stressτj for all the possible configurations.
This mesoscopic input parameter can be scaled by the square root of the dislocation density
when the latter substantially changes during a simulated deformation test.

In the mesoscopic simulation, the destruction of a junction occurs as follows. If one of
the three segments adjacent to the forest obstacle (cf. Fig. 7) comes at one unit distance of
the obstacle, it is allowed to cross through when its effective stress is at least equal toτj . The
junction breaking process may then occur either by unzipping or by cutting through. Although
such a description of the junction properties may seem rather crude, it accounts for the effect of
fluctuations of the effective stress on junctions, a feature that is absent in elastic models. More
refined approximations are, indeed, possible but at the expense of introducing a very heavy
description of the junction process and several poorly known quantities and parameters. In
addition, it is shown in the next section that the mechanical properties resulting from junction
strength can also be described with the help of only one mesoscopic parameter.

4.3. JUNCTION STRENGTH AND THE FOREST MODEL IN FCC CRYSTALS

4.3.1. The forest model
We consider a moving dislocation gliding in an fcc crystal through a random distribution of
forest obstacles in densityρ. The density of attractive junction-forming obstacles isρ/2 and
their average distance isl ≈ (ρ/2)−1/2. With the geometry of Fig. 8, the critical condition
for junction destruction is defined through a critical breaking angleφc under a critical applied
stressτa. We have cos(φc) = l/2R, where the curvature radiusR is given in the isotropic line
tension approximation byR = kµb2/τab. It follows directly that

τa = αµb√ρ, α = √2k cos(φc) (3)

This well-known scaling law between stress and the square root of dislocation density [31,32]
has been repeatedly checked in fcc crystals, withα-values of the order of 0.3. Within exper-
imental accuracy, this expression is found to hold over a surprisingly large range of stresses,
including conditions where the dislocation density is heterogeneous and a cell structure is
formed [34,36,37].
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Figure 8. Schematic view of the critical configuration for the destruction of a junction in an fcc crystal.

If the strain dependence of the dislocation density is known, a strain hardening coefficient
θ = dτa/dγ can be drawn from Eq. 3. During stage II of the deformation of fcc single crystals,
the strain hardening coefficient is a constant,θII ≈ µ/300, meaning that the rate of increase of
the forest density is proportional to the mean dislocation spacing 1/

√
ρ (see e.g. the reviews

[37,38]). The interesting point is that this stage II hardening coefficient is the same for all fcc
crystals, irrespective of their stacking fault energy, hence of the type of junction formed. In
spite of all the complexities of the local microstructural features, the constancy ofθ II /µ in fcc
crystals implies that the single mesoscopic parameter describing average junction strength (β)
should not depend on the dissociation width or, equivalently, on the stacking fault energy. This
can be understood if one admits that the gain in energy during junction formation is essentially
of elastic origin, core effects resulting in a negligible contribution.

4.3.2. Calibration of junction strength
Since it seems justified to describe the average junction strength with a single mesoscopic
parameter, an estimate for this quantity can be obtained by calibrating the output of the sim-
ulation [39]. We notice that Eqs. 2 and 3 have the same structure, since the average length of
the dislocation segment unzipping a junction,lu in Eq. 2, also scales withρ1/2. The objective
of the calibration procedure is to avoid making any assumption about the unknown value of
the unzipping lengthlu. For this purpose, 2D simulations of a dislocation moving through a
random distribution of forest dislocations were performed with different dislocation densities
and critical stressesτj . For the constantk involved in the uniform line energy of a dislocation,
a valuek = 0.63, drawn from the measurement of dislocation loops pinned under stress in
copper by Mughrabi [40], was used. For each value ofτj , a square root dependence of applied
stress on dislocation density was found, in agreement with Eq. 3, yielding a set of values of
the constantα. For α = 0.35 and a total dislocation density of 1.2× 1011 m−2, a junction
strengthτj = 12.5 MPa was obtained. This corresponds in Eq. 3 to cos(φc) = α/

√
2k = 1/3,

hence an average critical angleφc = 70 ◦.
Finally, an order of magnitude value for the length of the unzipping arm length can be

obtained from Eq. 1. For perfect dislocations,1W ≈ kµb2 andβ = k ≈ 0.63 in Eq. 2. We
notice incidentally that the value of1W is rather large (a few electron volts per atomic length
of junction) so that junction destruction should be a purely mechanical process, not assisted
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by thermal fluctuations [30]. With the valueτj = 12.5 MPa, Eq. 2 yields an effective length
lu ≈ 0.54µm.

4.3.3. Junction strength at atomistic scale
Although the processes discussed in this section can probably be modelled within a purely
elastic frame, there are in practice too many uncertainties involved to allow for accurate
numerical predictions. Further, the numerical values quoted above are only meaningful within
the particular procedure used within the simulation to mimic the junction properties. For this
reason, atomistic investigations of a few well-defined junction forming configurations are
certainly worth an attempt. An MD result was obtained recently by Bulatov et al. [41] on
the formation of an LC lock according to the reaction

a/6[112] + a/6[21 1] = a/6[1 01] (4)

The formation of thea/6[101] sessile stair-rod dislocation junction was observed in the plastic
zone near an arrested crack tip in a 3D fcc lattice containing 108 atoms. The corresponding
total (i.e. elastic plus core) energy gain1W was measured by comparing the energies of a
volume of the crystal containing the interacting Shockley dislocations before and after the
junction was formed (see Ref. 41 for more details). The critical stress for unzipping the LC
lock was then deduced. Its value, rescaled for the conditions used in the previous paragraphs
(µ = 42 GPa,lu ∼ 0.54µm), is about 12 MPa, i.e. of the same order as the value deduced
from mesoscopic considerations.

In another large-scale MD study, Zhou et al. [42] investigated the intersection of two
dissociated dislocations in copper, onea/2[110] screw and one 60◦ mixed dislocation of
Burgers vectora/2[011], under large loading stresses. Although the cutting process is rather
complex, the critical configuration involves the unzipping of stair-rod dislocation junctions
formed between the leading edge partial of the mixed dislocation and the two partials of the
screw dislocation. The corresponding breaking angle is found to beφc ≈ 70◦, in excellent
agreement with the value deduced above from simple mesoscopic arguments. As the two in-
teracting perfect dislocations are repulsive, this leads to the tentative conclusion that repulsive
interactions might be as hard to overcome as attractive ones, due to the formation of junctions
between attractive Shockley partials.

Of course, it would not be justified to draw too strong conclusions from a few results
obtained for particular types of configurations. Nevertheless, one may hope that a study of a
few possible cases of dislocation intersections by atomistic methods will allow the derivation
of more predictive mesoscopic rules in future.

4.4. HARDENING IN BCC METALS

Much less is known about the relation between junction formation and hardening in bcc met-
als. At temperatures large enough so that bcc crystals behave in an fcc-like manner (cf. Section
2), detailed elastic analyses, taking into account the character of the intersecting dislocations
as well as elastic anisotropy, predict values for the coefficientα (cf. Eq. 3) similar to those
recorded in fcc crystals (α ≈ 0.3–0.4). Although the available data involve much more scatter
than in the case of fcc crystals, this conclusion seems to be confirmed by experiment (cf. the
review [37]).

At low temperature, the local rule yielding the condition for junction formation (Eq. 1)
can still be used. However, the connection established between average junction strength and
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Figure 9. Schematic view of the critical configuration for the destruction of a junction in a bcc crystal (compare
with Fig. 8).

macroscopic hardening properties in the case of fcc crystals no longer holds. This is illustrated
by Fig. 9, which shows the critical configuration for junction unzipping (compare with the
equivalent scheme of Fig. 8). The elementary kinks generated during the motion of screw
dislocations pile up on the forest obstacles, locally generating a bowed out segment of non-
screw character. Close to the obstacles, the configurations can be treated like in fcc crystals,
except that the length of the unzipping arms no longer exhibits a simple scaling law with the
total forest density since there is no continuous bowing out of the dislocation lines between
two strong forest obstacles. Indeed, the density of forest obstacles on the screw dislocation
lines depends on their relative mobility with respect to non-screw segments. This has several
consequences.

The junction strength (β) is still defined by Eq. 2. While for fcc crystals it is convenient to
scale the length of the unzipping arm,lu, by the distancel between forest obstacles, a more
suitable scaling length in bcc crystals is the critical heightXc of the bowed out portion of the
dislocation line (cf. Fig. 9). The reason is that, in critical conditions,Xc/b is a measure of the
number of kink pairs that have to be nucleated before junction unzipping occurs. The critical
height establishes, then, a connection between the mobility of screw dislocations, which is a
stress- and temperature-dependent property (cf. the next section on dislocation mobility), and
the junction properties. Equation 2 can now be rewritten in a form that allows one to calibrate
the critical stress for junction destruction at low temperature:

(τjXc)T = constant= τj0Xc0 (5)

The term on the right-hand side corresponds to high temperature values that can easily be
deduced from those defined above in the case of fcc crystals, since we assume equality of the
junction strengths. The left-hand-side term represents the junction strength at low temperature.
The critical heightXc can be measured and tabulated for any experimental condition to be
simulated, which provides an input for the junction strengthτj .

Figure 10 shows the interaction of a screw dislocation line with a row of equidistant forest
obstacles in a model Ta crystal. The geometrical modelling of this configuration or of the
one shown in Fig. 9 should also provide a prediction for the value ofXc in terms of junction
strength and screw dislocation velocity. This would be a first step towards the modelling of
strain hardening in bcc crystals. But it can be seen in Fig. 9 that one has to know the length
L of the screw segments to determine the total line length of the model configuration. As a
consequence, Eq. 3 between stress and the square root of the dislocation density, which was
established within the geometry of Fig. 8, may no longer hold in bcc crystals and at low tem-
perature. This seems to be confirmed by a few available measurements of dislocation densities
versus stress [43], as well as from the fact that the well-defined hardening stages characteristic
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Figure 10. A [111] screw dislocation interacting with a row of equally spaced forest obstacles ([111] screws seen
as small horizontal segments) in a bcc crystal (compare with Fig. 7).

of fcc crystals or of bcc crystals at high temperatures are replaced by parabolic-like stress–
strain curves (cf. the review [19]). Despite a few attempts [43,44], a full understanding of
strain hardening in bcc crystals has not yet been reached. This is an obvious objective for
mesoscopic simulations.

5. Dislocation mobility and its consequences

5.1. FCC CRYSTALS

5.1.1. Mobility and mesoscopic time scale
In laboratory tests, a constant strain rateε̇a, typically 10−4 s−1, is imposed on the specimen.
Such values are called ‘quasi-static’ or ‘static’, to differentiate them from the high ‘dynamic’
strain rates that are achieved in e.g. shock loading experiments. According to Orowan’s law
that relates the plastic strain rate to the dislocation flux, we have, within a geometrical factor,

ε̇a = ρmbv (6)

whereρm is the density of mobile dislocations andv is their average velocity. Forb ≈ 0.3 nm
and a density of mobile dislocationsρm ≈ 1012 m−2, the average velocity is about 0.3µm
s−1. While this average value is imposed by the deformation conditions, irrespective of the
material tested, the distribution of velocities around the average value strongly depends on
dislocation properties as shown below.

In fcc crystals, as seen in the previous section, the interactions of mobile dislocations with
forest dislocations is the main obstacle to dislocation motion. Between two such obstacles,
the dislocation moves in a perfect crystal. This free-flight motion occurs at a velocity that is
essentially determined by dissipation phenomena. As long as this velocity does not reach
a substantial fraction of the sound velocity, the moving dislocation mainly experiences a
viscous drag originating from the electrons and phonons present in the lattice. The resulting
drag constantB, which is temperature-dependent, is reasonably understood from a theoretical
viewpoint [45]. For instance in copper at room temperature, both theory and experiment [46]
yieldB ≈ 5× 10−5 Pa s.

Solving the equation of motion of damped dislocations in a perfect lattice is a classical
exercise in dislocation theory [30, 47]. The effective massm of a dislocation is very small,
being equivalent to that of a row of atoms [30]. It follows that the asymptotic velocity is
reached within a small time interval1t = m/B, typically 10−10–10−11 s. This steady-state
velocity isv = τ ∗b/B, i.e., for an effective stress of a few MPa, it cannot exceed 100 m s−1.
Much larger velocities, achieving a significant fraction of the sound velocity, can be reached
locally, for instance when two attractive dislocations come in close contact. In such cases,
not only does it become necessary to solve an equation of motion accounting for inertial and
relativistic effects, but additional drag mechanisms come into play. In ‘static’ deformation
conditions, however, such occasional high-velocity transients are assumed to be unimportant.
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Figure 11. Plot of the flow stress at constant dislocation density (4×1011 m−2) versus the applied shear strain rate.
The results are shown on both logarithmic and linear scales to illustrate the occurrence of two different regimes at
low and high strain rates (after Ref. 7).

It follows that in the usual conditions of mesoscopic simulations, one can adopt for the free-
flight motion of mobile dislocations in the fcc lattice a stress versus velocity law of the form

τ ∗b = Bv (7)

In a mesoscopic simulation, it is necessary to track the free-flight motion of a dislocation
between obstacles and to check periodically both its effective stress and the possible occur-
rence of a contact with another obstacle in the glide path. For a typical dislocation density of
ρ ≈ 1012m−2, the average distance between obstacles is of the order ofρ−1/2 = 10−6 m. For
a dislocation moving with a velocityv = 10ms−1 and a typical maximum path per step of one
hundredth of the free-flight distance, the time scale should then beδt ≈ 0.1ρ−1/2/v = 10−9

s. This is the time step value adopted for the simulation of fcc crystals. For the sake of
completeness it must be mentioned that such a value is also the minimum one required for
a proper convergence of the solutions of the equation of motion in the discretized space [24].

5.1.2. Static versus dynamic conditions at dislocation scale
Although a time scale of 10−9 s is orders of magnitude larger than the typical time scale of MD
simulations (10−13 s), it is far too small compared to the typical time scale of laboratory tests
(typically 102 s). Assuming that technical constraints limit the number of simulation steps to
a maximum value ofN = 105, the maximum strain that can be achieved isεm = ε̇aNδt , i.e.
10−8 for a conventional imposed strain rate of 10−4 s−1. In contrast, meaningful studies on
dislocation patterning require strains no less than 10−3–10−2. To bypass this difficulty much
larger simulated strain rates have to be used in practice. However, one must be careful not
to enter dynamic conditions, i.e. not to modify the balance of mechanisms that characterizes
static conditions.
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As was indicated in Section 3, the internal stress stemming from forest obstacles is ba-
sically athermal, i.e. it does not depend on the applied strain rate. In contrast, the effective
stress defined through drag effects (Eq. 7) increases with the average velocity and, hence,
with the imposed strain rate (cf. Eq. 6). As a consequence, beyond a certain critical strain rate,
the effective stress stemming from drag effects may predominate over the athermal stress for
crossing forest obstacles. As a result, the microstructure becomes dynamic and the tendency to
self-organization progressively vanishes. In fcc crystals, this transition from static to dynamic
conditions is clearly seen by running the mesoscopic simulation in the range of strain rates
from 0.1 to 103 s−1 (cf. Fig. 11). Although the transition is progressive, one can define a
critical value around 102 s−1 for the maximum acceptable applied strain rate. Returning to the
estimate of the maximum strain, this yields a valueεm ≈ 10−2 which represents the maximum
value that can presently be achieved in the case of fcc crystals. Therefore, the high dislocation
mobility and the predominance of forest interactions that characterize fcc crystals result in
rather severe computational limitations. As will be shown below, this is not so in bcc crystals.

5.1.3. Dislocation velocities
If we now consider dislocation motion in an fcc crystal, we see that it proceeds in a jerky
manner, by an alternance of stops at forest obstacles and fast flights between them. At the
obstacles, the dislocations can be temporarily or permanently blocked. Their waiting time
is essentially governed by stress fluctuations due to elastic interactions with neighbouring
segments. If the flight times are negligible with respect to the waiting times, the average
velocity can be written in the form

v = ρ−1/2/tw (8)

whereρ−1/2 is a mean forest dislocation spacing andtw is an average waiting time. With the
numerical values given above (v = 0.3 µm s−1, ρ−1/2 = 10−6 m), the average waiting time
is tw ≈ 0.3 s, which is to be compared to a typical free-flight time of 10δt ≈ 10−8 s. The
explanation for this rather large average waiting time is simply that it averages the properties
of the mobile dislocations as well as those of the immobile (stored) ones. For this reason, it is
more instructive to examine velocity distributions such as those shown in Fig. 12.

In the conditions of Fig. 12 (imposed strain rate 50 s−1, ρm = 3 · 8 × 1011 m−2, b =
0.255 nm), Orowan’s law (Eq. 6) predicts an average velocity ofv = 0.52 m s−1. The
histogram exhibits a maximum at about 1 ms−1 but shows a broad distribution of velocities
that ranges from negative values, not shown in Fig. 12, and a maximum value of 20 m s−1

that corresponds to an imposed cut-off in the simulation. The high-velocity portion of the dis-
tribution corresponds to segments undergoing high-velocity transients, positive and negative,
due to discretization effects. The contribution of these segments to the total strain rate is null
in average. The average velocityv = 0.52 m s−1 corresponds, according to the stress versus
velocity law of Eq. 7, to an effective shear stress of 0.1 MPa. This is only a small fraction of
the flow shear stress which is about 4 MPa. Thus, we see that the flow stress of the simulated
fcc crystal is, indeed, governed by forest interactions rather than by mobility effects.

5.2. BCC CRYSTALS

5.2.1. The kink pair mechanism
At the mesoscopic scale, the velocity of screw dislocations by kink pair formation and mi-
gration can be described with the help of the rate theory for thermally activated processes
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Figure 12. Histogram of dislocation velocities in a model crystal of copper with stress axis [100] (the same
deformation conditions as in Figs. 1b and 5). The velocity distribution is plotted in semi-logarithmic scale for
visual convenience. The upper cut-off value atv = 20 ms−1 is imposed in the simulation. The vertical line
indicates the average velocity expected from Orowan’s law,v = 0.52 ms−1.

[48, 49]. This theory, although approximate, describes reasonably well glide processes across
localized energy barriers. At the absolute zero temperature, the screw dislocation line moves
as a whole across the Peierls relief. As mentioned in Section 2, the corresponding stressτp is
the stress needed to transform the 3D core into a 2D glissile structure. At a finite temperature
and under an effective stressτ ∗ < τp, the saddle-point configuration consists of a small bulge
(cf. Fig. 13), whose formation requires an activation enthalpy1H(τ ∗). When this critical con-
figuration becomes unstable, it expands laterally. As the non-screw segments have a mobility
comparable to that of dislocations in an fcc lattice, their sideways motion under the effective
stressτ ∗ is very fast. The screw dislocation is then transferred to the next Peierls valley where
it takes its sessile configuration of minimum energy. This is sketched in Fig. 13, which shows
schematically the successive steps of this process for a screw dislocation dissociated in a
threefold manner according to Escaig’s elastic model [49].

In terms of the rate theory, the velocity of a screw dislocation is then written as

v = v0 exp[−1H(τ ∗)/kT ] (9)

where the prefactorv0 gives the velocity that would be obtained if each attempt had a prob-
ability of success equal to unity. A rather useful approximation consists of assuming that the
attempt frequency0 can be approximated by the constant valueνdb/lc [30], whereνd is the
Debye frequency andlc is the critical length of a kink pair. In other words,0 is approximately
the time taken by a sound wave to propagate over the critical lengthlc. At low temperatures,
the sideways kink motion is very fast (stress is high and kink mobility is large) so that the
number of sites in competition along a line of lengthL is L/lc, whereL is the free-length of
screw character between two strong obstacles (cf. Figs. 9 and 10). Then, within a geometrical
factor, v0 ≈ b0(L/`c) = νdb

2/`2
c. A small entropy term may also appear in Eq. 9, whose

main contribution stems from the temperature dependence of the shear modulus [48].
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Figure 13. Successive steps of the formation and expansion of a kink pair on a screw dislocation in a bcc crystal
within a ‘dissociation–recombination’ model.
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Figure 14. Histograms of dislocation velocities in a model crystal of Ta after a shear strain of 2× 10−2. Stress
axis [214],T = 100 K, imposed strain rate 5×10−5 s−1. The vertical line indicates the average velocity expected
from Orowan’s law,v = 1µm s−1 (compare with Fig. 12).

There are many models in which the calculation of the activation enthalpy for kink pair
formation is performed within an elastic frame and with the help of various simplifying
assumptions [50–53]. In these models, the screw dislocations are considered as perfect dis-
locations and their core structure is indirectly accounted for by introducing periodic energy
barriers for kink pair formation. The dissociation–recombination models (cf. Ref. 18 for a
review of these early models) attempt to draw consequences from Hirsch’s hypothesis by
estimating the saddle-point energy for kink pair nucleation within an elastic description of
the screw dislocation core. Figure 13 actually depicts the type of configurations that is com-
puted in one of such models, Escaig’s model [49]. For stacking fault energies in the range
γ/µb = 1−2×10−4 and screw dislocation core radii between 1 and 2b, this model predicts a
maximum Peierls stress of about 10−2 µ and a total activation energy1H(τ ∗ = 0) ≈ 0.1µb3.
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Figure 15. A simulated shear-stress–shear-strain curve for a model tantalum crystal. Stress axis [100],T = 160 K,
imposed strain rate 5× 10−5 s−1 (compare with Fig. 5).

These are rather reasonable figures, but it is clear that the elastic frame is reaching its limits
here.

At present, it seems possible to investigate the kink properties and the kink pair for-
mation energies by molecular statics techniques making use of rather accurate potentials
[54]. The picture that emerges indicates that the energy barrier1H(τ ∗) involves a complex
transformation of the screw dislocation core plus a wealth of complex kink processes [55].

5.2.2. Dislocation mobility in the mesoscopic simulation
The stress versus velocity law of Eq. 7 can be used to describe the mobility of segments
representing portions of non-screw character of the dislocation lines. Actually, current models
for the low-temperature plasticity of bcc crystals are only based on the comparatively much
lower mobility of screw dislocations. To test this hypothesis, which considerably simplifies the
simulation dynamics, the mobility of such segments was assumed to be infinite. This means,
in practice, that they are instantaneously moved from one equilibrium position to the other
(equilibrium being defined as the situation where the effective force is null) or to the external
boundaries of the simulated crystal.

For screw segments, the mobility law implemented is that of Eq. 9. Since no ab initio
prediction exists for the stress dependence of the activation enthalpy, the screw dislocation
mobility cannot be other than a phenomenological input rule in a mesoscopic simulation. One
possible option consists of making use of a phenomenological form deriving from the models
discussed in the previous section. To avoid the numerical uncertainties that are necessarily
associated with such simplified expressions, the following generic form proposed by Kocks
et al. [50] was used:

1H(τ ∗) = 1H0[1− (τ/τp)
p]q (10)
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1Ho is a scaling activation enthalpy andp andq are two adjustable parameters. The values
of these parameters were derived from experimental data on tantalum (cf. Ref. 56 for more
details). In such conditions, it is clear that the output of a mesoscopic simulation is just a
reflection of the assumed input. What could be checked, then, was that the analysis of the
stress–strain response of bcc crystals within the frame of thermally activated glide does yield
an accurate measurement of the mobility law of individual screw dislocations, without any
distortion coming from the interference with other dislocation processes.

As already mentioned, the elastic interaction stresses are small compared to the effective
stresses needed to overcome the lattice friction in bcc crystals. In other terms, all the screw
segments see almost the same obstacle, viz. the periodic Peierls ‘valleys’. This is illustrated
by the velocity histogram of Fig. 14 which exhibits a peak centred around the average value
v = 1 µm s−1 predicted by Orowan’s equation (Eq. 6). Here, the width of the distribution is
due partly to the fact that the velocity of the screw segments is proportional to their length and
partly to elastic interactions between screws gliding in parallel slip planes. In contrast with the
case of fcc crystals, the effective stress required to achieve the average velocity according to
the mobility law of Eq. 9 is practically identical to the recorded flow stress. The latter contains
almost no athermal contribution from the elastic interactions.

The average screw dislocation velocity is always close to the average value imposed by
the applied strain rate. It is then in theµs−1 range (cf. Section 4.1), about 108 times larger
than the maximum velocities that have to be accounted for in a mesoscopic simulation of fcc
crystals. An immediate consequence is that the time step in a mesoscopic simulation of bcc
crystals is 108 times larger than in fcc crystals, i.e. in the range of about 0.1 s. This allows
one to use realistic applied strain rates and to achieve maximum strain values beyond 10−2,
as illustrated by the stress versus strain curve of Fig. 15 (compare with Fig. 5). This very
favourable situation is a direct consequence of the very large mobility ratio of non-screw to
screw segments. The former are then considered as having infinite velocities and their detailed
dynamics are not considered. This assumption restrains the validity of the simulation output
to the low-temperature domain. Its influence can be checked by just re-introducing a mobility
law like the one of Eq. 7. It is precisely the objective of mesoscopic simulations to test such
simplifications in order to determine the relevant physical input for the mechanical response.

5.2.3. Thermally activated glide
If the screw dislocation velocity is imposed at a given temperature, the effective stress adjusts
itself in such a way that the Boltzmann probability given by Eq. 9 takes the valuev/vo. What
is imposed in practice is not the stress but the strain rate, as given by Eq. 6. In addition, one
has to take into account the fact that several nucleation sites for kink pairs are in competition
along the line. The Boltzmann form of Eq. 9, combined with Eq. 6, can be rewritten in the
form of a macroscopic Arrhenius rate equation:

ε̇ = ε̇0 exp[−1H(τ ∗)/kT ], ε̇0 = ρmb
3νdL/`

2
c (11)

At low temperature, there is only one kink pair at a time along the lines because of the
extremely large mobility of the kinks. When observed under stress in the course of in situ
deformation in the TEM, the screw dislocations are seen to move as rigid lines [44]. As tem-
perature increases, kink formation becomes easier, so that several kinks can be simultaneously
present on the screw lines. As a consequence, the screw lines progressively achieve a curved
shape (the so-called ‘cold-curvature’). A progressive transition occurs under the influence of
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thermal activation, until the lattice friction becomes of the order of the critical stress associated
with the overcoming of forest obstacles. Finally at a certain temperature called the ‘athermal
temperature’, the Peierls stress is rubbed out by thermal activation and the forest mechanism
governs plastic flow.

As was checked by simulation [56] the stress and temperature dependences of several
terms entering the prefactor of Eq. 11, viz.ρm, L and lc, are fully negligible with respect
to the corresponding variations of the exponential term. An order of magnitude ofε̇o can be
obtained by settingρm = 5× 1010–5× 1011 m−2, b = 0.3 nm,νd ≈ 1013 s−1, L = 5 µm
andlc ≈ 15b. Then, the prefactoṙεo in Eq. 11 is in the range 1011–1012 s−1. Equation 11 can,
then, be rewritten in the form

1H(t∗)/kT = ln[ε̇0/ε̇a] = C (12)

With current values of the applied strain rate (10−4 s−1) the quantityC behaves as a pseudo-
constant with values in the rangeC = 25–27. This is consistent with the experimental analyses
of mechanical behaviour in terms of thermally activated glide (cf. Ref. 56 for further refer-
ence). In addition, the linear relationship usually obtained between the measured activation
enthalpies and absolute temperature indicates that entropy effects are negligible. Equation 12
provides a simple rule of thumb for a few important numerical estimates. For instance, in Ta
and Mo, the yield stress becomes athermal at about 480 K and 450 K, respectively. Then the
total activation energy for kink pair formation should be1H(0) ≈ 27kTa ≈ 1.1 eV for Ta
and 1 eV for Mo. One can also note that the total activation energy does not scale withµb3

(µb3 = 10 eV for Ta and 16 eV for Mo), as would be expected in simple elastic terms. This
simply reflects the fact that the core structures of the bcc transition elements belonging to
different columns of the periodic classification (V for Ta and VI for Mo) are different [20].

The yield and flow stresses of single crystals can be analysed within the thermodynam-
ical frame sketched above, yielding experimental values for the stress-dependent activation
enthalpies. The consistency of this approach in the case of bcc crystals, i.e. the validity of the
connection thus made between screw dislocation mobility and macroscopic yield properties,
was checked recently with the help of the 3D mesoscopic simulation [56].

6. Conclusions

Mesoscopic simulations of dislocation dynamics and interactions are now available for both
fcc and bcc crystals∗ . They have to rely on local rules that describe in a phenomenological
manner processes for which atomistic inputs are missing. This was illustrated by the case
of the destruction of dislocation junctions and of the mobility of screw dislocations in bcc
crystals. Cross-slip properties, which are not treated here, also fall in this category. The recent
advent of large-scale atomistic simulations has brought hope that more physical inputs will be
made available in the near future.

The local rules implemented in the mesoscopic simulations have been described in some
detail, in order to show the various steps of approximation involved. Some of these approx-
imations may seem rather simple or even crude. In general terms, they can be justified as
follows. The mechanical properties of materials depend on a limited set of physical properties

∗Animated files showing examples of elementary dislocation processes in the meso simulation can be found
at the following site: http://zig.onera.fr/lem/DisGallery.
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and parameters (viz. junction strength, multiplication and annihilation rate of dislocations,
stacking fault energy and cross-slip probability, etc.), of which several are perhaps not yet
clearly identified. The present objective of mesoscopic simulations is, therefore, to identify
these parameters and to remove the spurious ones by testing all the possible simplifications
with respect to their consequences at the macroscopic scale. To do this, one certainly has to be
careful, but it is possible to take advantage of the fact that many details are smeared out when
an integration step is performed from a small scale to a larger one.

A comparison was performed between bcc and fcc crystals, starting from a definition of the
leading dislocation properties in each case. There have been many debates in the past about
the possible relation between microstructure and mechanical properties. What is seen very
clearly from the way in which mesoscopic simulations are constructed is that a few processes,
like the forest mechanism in fcc crystals and the screw dislocation mobility in bcc crystals,
govern both the arrangement of the dislocation microstructure and the mechanical response.
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